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Brown ’58 Newsletter

Welcome to the newly created Brown Class of 1958 Newsletter,
designed to complement the Class Notes that appear in the
Brown Alumni Magazine.
Our goals:
The newsletter’s material, we hope, largely will be written by
classmates eager to communicate with each other. At this stage
of life, members of our class have walked a long way along a
multitude of paths. We have hard-won experience and welltested opinions--in other words, we have a lot to write about.
We hope that the initial issue will not only interest you but also
stimulate you to think about what you would like to contribute.
It doesn’t need to resemble what’s in the first issue. The
volunteer newsletter staff will provide editorial support as
needed.
Inside this issue:
 We focus on one of our outstanding classmates: Harry C.
Batchelder, Jr. Many of us remember him as a stalwart of
Bruins hockey, and we first turned to recalling that role by
way of an appreciation by classmate Bill Corrigan. We then
caught up with present-day Harry via email and phone for a
summary of what he has been up to since he left the rink,
and learn that he went off to explore the quite different
jungles of Southeast Asia and criminal law.
 Classmate Dorothy Cotton-Pemstein, now a counselor,
shares her advice that seeking “closure” after loss of a loved
one is a deceptive endeavor because grief stays with us.
 We talk to classmate Stan Dobson about his trip to Africa
and show photos of the adventure.
 Classmate George Held shares two of his poems.
 Classmate John Reistrup offers some recollections of how
20th century newspaper editors bolstered their readership.
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Classmate Profile
Spotlight on Harry C. Batchelder, Jr.
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An Appreciation by Bill Corrigan ’58

Over the past 60 years, Brown hockey has
been blessed with a staggering number of
great goaltenders—Don Whiston ’51, Don
McGinnis ’70, Kevin McCabe ’77, Mike
Laycock ’79, Mark Holden ’80, Chris Harvey
’90, Geoff Finch ’94, and Yann Danis ’04—
but it would be foolhardy not to include our
classmate Harry Batchelder on this
prestigious list.

Harry arrived at Brown as an outstanding
goaltending prospect from Peabody,
Massachusetts, and joined the Bruins’
freshman team for practices at the Rhode
Island Auditorium on North Main Street. He
played in the majority of Brown varsity games
as a sophomore and took over as the starting
goaltender in his junior year, which was
highlighted by a 58-save performance when
the Bruins beat heavily favored Boston
College, 6–3, during an early-season game
played at the Eagles’ McHugh Forum.

Harry in the net for the Bruins

Such play did not go unrecognized. In 1957,
Batch was named All-New England and AllIvy second team, Most Valuable Player and
Outstanding Player in the Boston Arena
Christmas Tournament, and first team AllEast. In 1958, he made the All-New England
Harry (left front) on the U.S. National Team, 1958—59
and All-Ivy first teams as well as first team
All-East again, and repeated his MVP and
Outstanding Player awards in the Boston Arena Christmas Tournament. He also was named a first
team all-star in the 1958 RPI Invitational Tournament.
After his graduation from Brown, Batch was selected for the 1958–59 U. S. National Team and
appeared in three games. He was inducted into the Brown University Athletic Hall of Fame in 1983.

What Ever Happened to Harry Batchelder? A Lot
Bill Corrigan’s piece inspired us to look in more detail at what Harry did after he hung up his skates.
When we discovered in the Alumni Directory that Harry’s email address is Lubiyanka@aol.com, our
first thought was that he did not welcome mail and had posted a dummy address. That conceivably
would have fit. The entry by this former military man in the 50th reunion yearbook is the civilian
equivalent of “name, rank, and serial number.”
Brown ’58 Newsletter
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However, that speculation quickly proved all wrong. Harry responded to our communication
by
and emails coming,
classmates!
providing a fascinating account, laced with self-deprecating humor, of his post-graduation
education,
military service, “tourism” in hotspots, and legal career.
And Lubiyanka as his email address? A switch to that name became necessary when his former email
address, Stasi, was lost in a computer crash, he explained. That makes sense—if the name of the
East German secret police becomes unavailable, go for a notorious KGB prison. We were relieved
to get that cleared up and move on to the compelling biography.
At Brown, he remembers, “I consider it my greatest achievement that I got to pick the cartoons
shown during exam time. ‘Magoo’ and ‘The Roadrunner’ featured prominently in my selections.”
But that, we interjected, surely was a sideline? “I also got cum laude and second place in the Samuel
Lamport Prize Competition in International Understanding,” he conceded.
Harry’s first job after graduation was as an Air Force special
operations officer in Southeast Asia. He received intense training in
the Philippines at the former Clark Air Force Base and in Australia at
the Australian Special Air Services Course, where he was the first
American to go through the course since WWII. Harry spent the rest
of his three-year stint parachuting into Southeast Asia and doing
ground recon as a “tourist.”
He moved on to the University of Virginia, where he earned a law
degree and won a scholarship to the London School of Economics.
As a recent veteran of Southeast Asia, he had a “not uneventful time”
among the predominantly leftist LSE student body. He took an
LL.M, a master of laws degree, at LSE. His time abroad included
study at Institut de Droit Comparé in Strasbourg, France, “where I
finished first in the class,” and the University of Coimbra in Portugal.
He recalls with pleasure his spirited discussions in Portugal with a
Marxist professor from Charles University in Prague, whom he
Harry nowadays
enjoyed irritating by addressing as “Komissar.” Harry was later to
learn with astonishment that the professor had been exposed as a CIA asset.
Another Portuguese experience: “I fell in love with Portuguese fado [music], an affliction I bear
willingly to this day.”
“Upon my return, I joined Nixon (yes, that one), Mudge, Rose, Guthrie, Alexander and Mitchell
(yes, that one), where I stayed for four years.” Harry moved on in 1969 to become an assistant
director of the U.S. Justice Department’s Drug Abuse Law Enforcement Office until 1972.
Thereafter, he was a prosecutor in the Southern District of New York for seven years. He left to
“establish my firm, a gang of one, in New York, where I still practice on a pro bono basis.”
One important thing to remember about Harry is that for much of his career, he operated on two
tracks--civilian and military. About a year and a half after returning from Europe, he was approached
by two apparent Wall Street types who asked if he would be willing to brief air crews at McGuire
AFB in New Jersey. Despite some bitterness about U.S. conduct of the Vietnam War, Harry took
the assignment. It led to a long and active association with Air Force Intelligence, in which his early
“tourism” expanded to “garden spots” in Africa, the Middle East and Panama.
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How did he manage to blend this with civilian life? Well, for example, his boss atand
theemails
Justicecoming,
classmates!
Department was amenable to his taking off on numerous special USAF assignments.
Harry was a
reserve officer but he notes that the Air Force, under the leadership of Gen. Curtis LeMay, had long
since sharply elevated the status of reserves in order to hang on to the talents of young officers
departing for civilian life
Harry retired from Air Force Intelligence only seven or eight years ago as a thrice-decorated full
colonel.
One of the photos of Harry that was passed to us bore
the file name “Terror.” We asked about that.
“I did represent for a time Sheik Omar Abdul Rahman
on the first World Trade Center bombing, but the
photo refers to an incident when my client attempted to
murder a female prosecutor in the courtroom and I
became involved in attempting to subdue him. It was of
some note as a video went viral of the judge fleeing the
bench while the court reporter and I subdued Victor
Wright…Wright was a member of Murder Inc., and he
was right out of the TV series ‘The Wire’ as to the
transport of drugs from New York into the Baltimore
area.”
For accounts of Harry helping block a blade instead of a The “razor maniac” was Harry’s client
puck in 2008, click on this:
http://abovethelaw.com/2008/03/lawyer-of-the-day-harrybatchelderand-court-reporter-of-the-day-ron-tolkin/
Harry says his legal career largely has involved violent crime and has
included cases that came before the U.S. Court of Appeals and Supreme
Court.
For further insight into his military career, Harry referred us to
www.OwlBrookFarm.com, a website named after his late father’s New
Hampshire dairy farm in Holderness and Ashland. Click the
“Walkabout” button at lower left to read Harry’s moving, 99-page
monograph about his 160-mile solo walking and hitchhiking trip
through Vietnam two years ago. During the grueling and risky journey,
he reflects through the prism of his military experience both on
landscapes sharply altered by capitalism and on others left undisturbed
by time. Along the way, he talks long and earnestly with Vietnamese
people over tea and Coke.
Harry now suggests that casual readers can skim over the first few pages
describing how the trip was inspired by a visit to a Vietnamese
restaurant in New York City on a date that went nowhere. The story of
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his preparations, the reasons for the venture, and the
pilgrimage itself begins on page 13 of the monograph and
moves swiftly from there. It is, we would venture, not to
be missed.
He’s planning another trip. “Despite some recent medical
problems, I am going to try and walk solo from Hanoi to
Dien Bien Phu to Sapa over the Tran Ton Pass to Ha
Giang, a realm of mystical landscapes and unchanged
territory. About 500 miles carrying it all on my back, but
we will just have to see how it goes.”
Nowadays, our former classmate is back and forth
between Manhattan and a residence in Sandwich, NH. “I
try to go to Sandwich as much as I can—it’s quiet.”
Hockey? “Saw Brown at the inaugural Liberty Tournament
in Newark last year, which they won. One thing is for
damn sure, the game is so much faster that it scares me.
Loved those Providence Arena angled boards.”

Harry on the road

In view of the record, we’ll take that “scares me” with several grains of salt and wish Harry much
success on his planned new hike in Vietnam.
—JCF

“Mist wreathing the hills, and a farmer walking his cows to pasture on the runway” at the former Khe Sanh
Combat Base in Vietnam, where besieged U.S. Marines held off the North Vietnamese Army for months in 1968
until other allied units were able to link up with them and end their isolation.
—Photo by Harry Batchelder
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When You Can’t Just ‘Move On’ from Spousal Loss,
That Does Not Imply ‘Pathology’

Classmate Dorothy Cotton-Pemstein is a specialist in spousal loss. Until retiring last year, she
conducted support groups at Newton Wellesley Hospital Charitable Foundation, Newton,
Massachusetts, for widows and widowers over 60. Dorothy, who holds a Ph.D. in psychology,
argues in the following reprinted article against the idea that healing from grief follows a schedule
and that deviations from schedule amount to an illness or pathology.
Her article was triggered by a feature that appeared somewhat over a year ago in the web pages of
WBUR, the Boston PBS radio station. The feature concerned what has been called “complicated
grief”--or healing that is slowed by so-called “complications.” The station published what it termed
her “important response.”
Following the reprinted article below, we report on a recent telephone and email exchange with
Dorothy about her work. The reprint begins with remarks by Carey Goldberg, author of the WBUR
article to which Dorothy was responding.

On Grief: ‘Mourning Is Not Linear,’ Expecting Closure Can Add Pain
Our recent post on therapy for “complicated grief” brought this important response from Dorothy Cotton, a clinical
psychologist who leads spousal loss groups at the Newton Wellesley Hospital Charitable Foundation. She warns that
there can be no set timeline for grief, and expecting one can cause added pain to those already mourning the loss of a
loved one.

By Dorothy Cotton-Pemstein
We, as widows and widowers, remain connected to the spouse who has died. History is not preempted by time. This is difficult to explain in a society that worships “closure” and “getting
through.” How does one account for “extended mourning” to those who have not experienced this
loss? In our culture, it is believed that mourning is a linear, sequential process that ends up “freeing”
the bereaved. Mourning is not linear. It is circular and changes its rhythm daily…often from moment
to moment. We own the memories and the connection forever. If we were ever attached, we remain
attached.
There is loss of physical presence—loss of daily physical and conversational connection. “Hi. I’m
home,” has vanished. The bed is empty. Flashbacks of spouse’s suffering repeat. Panic occurs in
solitude. No understanding of death can soften the fact that it happened to your spouse. The
intellect and emotions do not coalesce.
In our culture, we are discouraged from speaking of this amputation. That inability to speak the
emotional truth adds a second burden—one of emotional isolation. This emotional loneliness is
underlined when people (often in couples) are impatient with what they see as a lack of “moving
on.” Widows and widowers are often accused of “wallowing.” Or, we are offered phrases like
“he/she is in a better place.” “You should enjoy your own life.” Are these clichéd placebos for the
bereaved, or for the comfort of the speaker?
I have seen many widows and widowers “self-pathologize” when they feel they are “doing poorly”
and cannot “get over” their loss. This self-incrimination leads to depression beyond loss.
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Therapists have often used a “model” of mourning, setting a goal of “healing” atand
about
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At that time, without major “improvement” the patient could be deemed clinically
depressed. Has it
occurred to clinicians that the fact that widows/widowers have been blocked/prevented from telling
the truth has contributed to the so-called “pathology?” Are they aware that a linear/scientific/
mathematical model should not be imposed upon emotions?
For widows and widowers who have not found this elusive “closure,” it is imperative to link with
others who know and understand the truth. The energy used to repress emotional authenticity
would not be needed. A support group led by those who know the loss (not theoretically) would
enable a process of “un-feigning” and would encourage truth without correction. A genuine trust of
not being judged would allow and even encourage non-socialized responses to “How are you
doing?” One could relax in the safety of shared honesty.

Dorothy’s Manual May Help ‘Depathologize’ Continued Mourning
Dorothy told us that as a widow herself, she “led the group with a blend of personal loss and clinical
knowledge.” Her husband, Richard Pemstein, Brown ’51, died of cancer in 2003. She has two
daughters, Lisa, Brown ’81, and Karen, Rochester ’84, and grandchildren.
Did her flexible approach to healing help people ultimately end their mourning? She said that “end”
is not the right word. The object of her group therapy was to convince participants that they are not
alone or deranged because they feel isolated, fearful, panicked and/or anxious. The loss of a spouse,
she believes, is an “amputation” that can bring on a condition akin to post-traumatic stress disorder
(PTSD), though it is little recognized as such. Her interactive group members learned from their
sessions that they were not alone in the way they felt. She calls the process “depathologizing.”
She has written a manual for those who have lost a spouse called “Out of the Ark,” an allusion to
Noah’s Ark, which animals entered in pairs. When pairing ends, she notes, the survivor, particularly
a woman, is not welcome. Newly widowed women tend to find themselves given an “obligatory
dinner,” followed by the disappearance of coupled friends they’d had with their husbands. She said
such isolation and “social demotion” are not the rule for men, who find themselves on the receiving
end of a long “casserole brigade” and offers to be “fixed up.” Women learned in Dorothy’s sessions
that the loss of some coupled friends is a normal phenomenon, that “it’s not just me. I’m not the
only one.”
Regarding men and their somewhat different fate following loss of a spouse, she recalled with some
amusement a widower who rose during his second group session to announce that he was quitting
the group because “all you women talk about is feelings.” That topic, it appeared obvious to all but
him, was the point of the exercise. His departure left many women smiling, she says.
Dorothy’s manual, which she hopes will become available soon at the Brookline [Massachusetts]
Booksmith, deals with a tantalizing list of topics, including: no set stages for grieving, replacement
and succession, deification and guilt, self-compassion, fear and anger, loss of couple “friends,” social
demotion of widows, and agoraphobia.
Why agoraphobia, fear of public places and crowds? She recalled a widow who complained she
never left the house, saying, “I just sit there and look at his chair.” When another group member
gave the woman a dismissive glance, Dorothy asked participants to close their eyes and imagine they
were 5 years old in the park with their mothers, sitting on a moving swing and enjoying the ride.
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Suddenly they look around and cannot find their mother in the crowd. “The symbolism
is the
loss
and emails
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of homefront, loss of the OTHER.”
She says her work has not been, strictly speaking, all altruistic. It has provided personal satisfaction.
She recently ran into a former group member who told her, “Thank you for giving me my life back.
You let me know that I am not alone in the way I feel.”
“I felt touched and gratified,” Dorothy says.
Though now retired from the hospital, Dorothy gives private lectures and conducts seminars on
request.
—JCF

Stan and Rosemarie Dobson: Into Africa, in Style
Stan Dobson ’58 is, among other things, a confirmed
traveler. One of his first acts after graduation was to take off
with classmate Tom Vetter on a 20,000-mile, 31-state tour in
Stan’s 1949 Plymouth. A subsequent brief career as an
Arthur Murray dance instructor and a “misunderstanding
with the Rhode Island Mafia” preceded enlistment in the
Army, where he attended intelligence school [the former Fort
Holabird] in Baltimore and studied Russian for one year at
the Army’s Monterey Language School in Monterey,
California. (He was a German major at Brown).
Sometimes hair-raising intelligence duty followed in Berlin at
the time the Berlin Wall was going up in 1961. And it was in
Berlin that he met a Berlin native, Rosemarie, who was to
become his wife and companion on his many wide-ranging
global travels, including the South Africa trip we’re about to
describe. (He may be willing to tell you the Rhode Island
Mafia story over a drink “but not while in RI.”)
We confess to being puzzled by the trip pictures that were
passed to us in preparation for this assignment. Stan had
commented in an email, “For those of you who worried
about safety of the tent we slept in, I sent a picture of the
walkway connecting our tent and the lodge plus a couple of
pictures of the inside of the tent.”
We kept trying to find the tent photos, but came up with
nothing. One picture we did find showed a bedroom with
lace curtains, wide windows, beams supporting a sturdy
wooden roof and, through one window, clapboard siding.
Another displayed an oval porcelain bathtub with gleaming
faucets, topped by a telephone-style spray attachment. Its
wide window looked out onto the veld. A wooden end table
sported several bath oils and a candle in an artistically shaped
metal holder.
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Questioned about the missing pictures, Stan explained by email, “Sometimes myand
sense
of humor
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confuses people. Rosemarie has done her share of tenting but nowadays ‘camping’
is a Starwood or
Hilton without a swimming pool.” (Comment by writer’s wife: “I’m with them.”) OK, that clarifies
things. And it adds meaning to the title of the Tauck tour that Stan and Rosemarie took: “South
Africa: An Elegant Adventure.”
To join the 12-day tour in late October and early November 2013, Stan and Rosemarie took an 18hour flight from Dulles to Cape Town, with only one stop, in Senegal, for an hour for a crew change
and refueling. “We are spending our son’s inheritance and go first or business whenever the flight
exceeds three hours,” Stan says. “I hate paying the difference—several times the cost of coach—but
it is usually better, especially when the flight is going to be 18 hours.”
The tour group spent several days
around Cape Town, then flew northeast
to the Lion Sands-Kruger National Park
Concession for four days on safari
before flying on to Johannesburg for a
two-day visit. The tour climaxed with a
flight to thunderous Victoria Falls on
the Zambezi River in the borderland
between Zambia and Zimbabwe (the
former Rhodesia). Point of departure
for the home flight was Johannesburg.
The tour group consisted of 33 persons-mostly Americans--but it also included
one family from Hong Kong and two
other couples—one from Canada and
one from Australia.
The trip took place shortly before the
death of Nelson Mandela on Dec. 5,
2013. Stan said the group took a ferry
trip to Robben Island off Cape Town,
where Mandela spent part of his 27-year
imprisonment. They had brief talks with
men who’d been Mandela’s fellow
prisoners. The group later toured and
Nice kitty: Stan carefully pets a cheetah at the Elephant
lunched in Soweto, now a section of
Sanctuary near Victoria Falls
Johannesburg, which was site of the
Soweto student uprising of 1976. The
uprising, which turned bloody, was a milestone in the ultimate undoing of apartheid.
Following is a slightly condensed version of Stan’s account of some further highlights:
“We spent four days doing eight ‘safaris’—from 6-9 a.m. and again 4-7 p.m., when most animals are
moving around looking for food. Everyone got along well. No complainers that we noticed. No one
became sick for more than a half day or so, and Imodium usually cured people overnight. Nearly
everyone took malaria pills for 7-9 days. No ill effects.”
Brown ’58 Newsletter
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The group saw “plenty of elephants, water buffalo, impala, lions, giraffes, zebras,and
a couple
hyenas,
emailsof
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hippos, rhinos and dozens of different birds. Almost all of the animals came within
feet of the
vehicle [low-sided and topless Jeeps.] One rhino had me worried, but the guide made a lot of noise
and he stopped his approach. The more scaring encounter happened at dusk (feeding time) when all
three of our vehicles were tracking three leopards and we finally found them.
“The vehicles got in front of them so we could take pictures, but they kept coming and started to
look like they felt trapped (after three days I had learned to read what the animals were thinking!)
and I was sure that at least one of them was going to ‘escape’ by going over or through our vehicle.
Fortunately, at the last minute one of them realized there was enough room between two of the
vehicles and they could get through without jumping. Great experience to remember—but not
exactly one to think about at the moment. No soiled garments.”
Here’s a link to a fine video sequence that was shot by a fellow member of the group and supplied
by Stan. The climax is a picture of Stan in splendid formal evening attire.
https://www.dropbox.com/s/rlagitoeeem3j9z/Africa-Best%20Photos.m4v (Sound is intermittent.
Contains one lion scene that ought to be OK for mature audiences like the Class of 1958.)
Stan and Rosemarie have taken about
14 trips with Tauck. Destinations
have included Alaska, Germany,
China, Panama, Costa Rica, Brazil,
Egypt, Jordan, Australia, Finland,
Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, Turkey,
Greece, Argentina, Chile and Russia.
Stan was a bit nervous about Russia,
where he knew his Berlin activities
had to have earned him an official
file, but entry and exit went smoothly.
“I guess enough time had passed
(about 50 years),” he says.
Stan is keeping busy after retiring in
1991 from U.S. government work in
Stan and Rosemarie at “the end of the earth (in South Africa).” It
recruiting, procurement and grants
was “windy, misty, beautiful and invigorating,” Stan writes
(he describes it as “head hunting,
procuring and philanthropy with your
money”). When he’s not traveling, he works on his part-time business, Soccer International. In fact,
one emailed installment of this account was dashed off as he awaited a delivery of a couple of
hundred cases of aerosol field paint—“about 3,600 pounds—keeps me in shape although not
shapely”—that had to be distributed that day because he had no room for it at home or in the
warehouse.
Are any more excursions currently planned?
Stan says, “I think we won’t be traveling for a while, but I’ve said that before.”
—JCF
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The Graft
Did it cover a birthmark or a dog bite,
the square-inch swatch that didn’t quite
take under your right eye, brown stitched
border outlining yellow parchment?
Did it burn when you saw our eyes avoid that patch?
In class you cupped hand over cheek, chin propped on elbow,
and never seemed to notice the guys mock that pose
or hear them call you “The Graft” behind your back.
Each morning when you combed back your Vitalis-slicked hair
did you stare or wince at your scar? Did you pray
to Mother Mary or Baby Jesus, and how many novenas
did you make and rosaries tell to make it disappear?
Now your skin seems silken, a miracle of medical art;
your Park Avenue and Acapulco condos and Giants seats
would waken envy in any of the old gang
who haven’t drunk themselves into oblivion.
Is your memory as clear of the graft as your face,
or does it still hasp your heart?

Fireflies
Where I grew up
we called them lightning bugs
and we loved them
like 4th of July fireworks –
only better, because they were
free and silent, benign
bugs that would land
on your shirt and plead
innocent, then fly
at the dark and blink
phosphorescent for a mate.
How few the nights
of their incandescence,
how few our own days
to blink.
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George Held has kept on writing
after his retirement as a
professor teaching literature and
writing at Queens College, City
University of New York. His
poems and other writing appear
regularly online and in print.
“The Graft” was published in
1998 in a now-defunct California
journal called The Semi-Dwarf
Review, and “Fireflies” appeared
in 2014 in The Milo Review
(http://themiloreview.com/geor
ge-held/ ). His most recent
book, Neighbors: The Yard Critters
Too (www.filsingerco.com),
animal poems for children, with
drawings by Joung Un Kim
(RISD), was included among
Christmas books featured in the
Brown Alumni Monthly, Nov.Dec., 2013).
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A Classmate’s Reminiscence of Newspaper Days
By John V. Reistrup
During my first two decades after Brown, I worked at a succession of newspapers, starting with the
Worcester Telegram & Evening Gazette and going on to The Washington Post, Toronto Star, New York Post,
Calgary Albertan and Seattle Post-Intelligencer.
Although street sales were big at the tabloid New York Post, at the other papers they generally didn’t
add much directly to the bottom line. They nonetheless provided a bump that pushed up the average
circulation upon which advertising rates could be based. So attention had to be paid.
amusement that
When he was executive editor of The Washington Post, Ben Bradlee noted with
street sales of the Monday paper went up when there was a headline over the Post nameplate about
the Redskins game the day before. Never mind that by then the score was hardly news anymore. So
he kept on putting that banner up there.
The Toronto Star, where I worked in the 1970s, had the most explicit and understandable formula for
boosting street sales. The Star was officially an evening paper, with the first editions actually coming
out in the morning and subsequent editions printed into the afternoon. If the editor selecting stories
for and laying out, or designing, Page 1 changed all three major page elements between the first and
last editions, circulation could be expected to go up by thousands.
The first key element was the headline over
the most important or significant story of
the day. Both the headline and the story
were referred to as the Black Line.
The second key element was the Red Line,
selected by the editor laying out the page as
the most interesting story of the day. It was
so called because it constituted the only
color on the page in those letterpress days
that preceded the color process known as
offset by which most newspapers are
produced today. The printers placed the
headline in a separate form, or chase, with
nothing else in it; the stereotyping
department produced curved plates from
which only that headline would be printed;
and the pressmen mounted these plates
onto a separate unit fed only with red ink.
The continuous roll of newsprint destined to make up all the individual newspapers picked up that
single red line of ink as the paper wound through the presses.
The final element of the formula was the art, a large photograph selected for display above the fold.
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The picture was the easiest to change, of course, because news significant enough
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and
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didn’t always develop on this tidy schedule, and if enough enterprise had been put
into the Red Line
there was natural reluctance to replace this story.
My colleague Jim Rennie, the news editor who selected stories for and laid out the front page on
weekdays, was adept at changing all three elements, and he was more likely to do so than I was as
Saturday editor. That was a separate responsibility because the Star had no Sunday edition at the
time—a hangover from the old Ontario blue laws restricting commercial activities on Sunday—and
the Saturday Star was by far the biggest edition of the week, replete with comics, the Star Magazine,
the next week’s TV listings and lots of inserted rotogravure advertising.
The Saturday editor ostensibly had front-to-back responsibility for everything but the opinion pages.
Although I had sense enough to leave the magazine and TV people alone, I did touch base with the
editors in charge of all the various sections to inform myself about their content and to ensure
against duplication throughout the paper.
The Red Line, however, was my baby, having been nurtured for a week or more. It would be a
diverting or arresting story—for example, we ran a couple of investigative pieces about income-tax
preparers and auto-repair shops showing that not all the people plying those trades were up to the
job. We did get a substantial circulation bump, although long after the fact I learned that a major
auto dealership had canceled its advertising account at least temporarily because of the findings in
our auto-repair investigation. I heard about that from an ad salesman, however, not from my bosses,
who to their credit never said a word against that Red Line.
But they did often have more than a few words to say about the rest of the front page. Publisher
Beland Honderich, Editor-in-Chief Martin Goodman and Managing Editor Edwin (Ted) Bolwell all
got the paper delivered at home hot off the presses in those pre-Internet days, and they reviewed
them intensively. Honderich never called me (I suspect Goodman was channeling his comments),
but I invariably heard from both Goodman and Bolwell, who often offered me contradictory
criticisms. I would try to sort these out amicably and redesign the page as needed to reflect
something of a consensus.
That final process could provide a stressful end to an exhausting week. It had started Tuesday with
planning the advance sections of the paper and became hectic on Friday as the various section
editors wrapped up their parts of the package.
On Friday night I faced a dilemma: I could go home and nap for a few hours before coming back in
to start weighing the merits of the various late-breaking stories and art offered for the news pages, in
which case I would be dopey at the outset, or I could stay awake through the night and the final
editions Saturday, in which case I would be dopey at the end. Then I would go home and crash.
Meanwhile we were keeping up contacts in more lofty intellectual circles. My wife, Cathe, worked
for the Ontario Law Reform Commission, made up of retired heavyweights of the province’s bar,
and she had many contacts with professors at the University of Toronto.
Being a far more social creature than I, she would take me along to parties they hosted. I vividly
remember arriving at such a party in the dead of winter one Saturday night, entering the vestibule of
a professor’s home and being ushered to where we were to leave our galoshes.
There on the floor was the latest edition of the Saturday Star. Unopened, unread. My heart’s blood.
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